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Toward All-Dielectric Topological Photonics
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Quantum states at surface or edge of topological materials are attracting significant

interest, and their exploration becomes one of the frontiers of condensed matter physics

and materials science. Topology of electronic wave functions is expected to provide a key

for realization of novel spintronics and robust quantum computation.

While topological phenomena are ubiquitous, much attention is paid to the topological

electromagnetic (EM) transportation due to its broad application. Because the time-

reversal symmetry (TRS) plays a role for bosonic EM wave completely different from that

for fermionic electrons, realization of topological EM states with TRS remains challenging.

 Proposal of a new way to realize topological EM state

 Use only dielectric material, such as Si and GaN

 No external magnetic field

 Emergent pseudo spin from crystal symmetry

 Equivalent to QSHE of electron systems

 Unidirectional EM edge transportation with TRS

 Immune to scattering from sharp bend and disorder

 EM wave controllable by pseudo spin

 New design principle for photonic filter and switch

 Idea applicable to phonons, cold atoms and electrons
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□ Topological edge EM transportation

□ Photonic crystal based on dielectric cylinders

□ Photonic band derived from Maxwell equations
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